For the investigation of the plasticizing effect of carbon dioxide on polymers used for gas separation membranes new experimental methods have been developed that measure the sorption kinetics as well as the dilation kinetics. Comparing dilation and sorption kinetics at low and elevated pressures gives information about different types of swelling behaviour depending on the pressure level. Volume relaxation in the form of a slow volume increase in time can be observed above a certain pressure, called plasticization pressure. An interpretation of these experimental facts as a process of slow loosening of densely packed entanglements is suggested. By using sorption kinetics experiments at various temperatures the plasticizing effect of CO2 is apparent by a decreasing activation energy for diffusion with increasing penetrant concentration.
Introduction
Gas separation using membranes has been demonstrated to be an economical alternative to cryogenic and adsorptive or absorptive gas separation processes. Although a number of gas separation modules are available on the market, which house a variety of different polymeric membranes (polyimide, Ube; polysulphone, Monsanto; cellulose acetate, Air Products), a lot of effort is still being put into the synthesis of new polymeric materials to gain higher permeabilities and selectivities. Understanding the factors affecting the permeability and selectivity of a polymer is an important goal for researchers in order to find heuristic rules for the synthesis of optimal tailormade polymers. The synthesis of hexafluorodianhydridebased polyimides'.2, polytriazoles and polyoxadiazoles3.4 led to families of polymers with outstanding gas separation characteristics.
Normally, characterization of the tailor-made polymers occurs at low to moderate pressures with gases of interest like N2, 02, CI& He and C02, although in practice membranes are exposed to high pressures. Infrequently high pressure performance experiments of the material are performed, but are often predicted from low pressure experiments.
In the presence of CO, in particular, the extrapolation to high pressure applications is doubtfu15. Experimental deviations from theoretical predictions are attributed to the plasticizing effect of CO*. This plasticizing effect is observed as a considerable loss in selectivity, as shown for mixed gas experiments of C02/CH4 at different upstream pressures in Figure I for two polyimides.
A second phenomenon attributed to the plasticizing effect of CO, is shown schematically in Figure2. Upon increasing the upstream pressure, the permeability of a *Paper presented at GAS Separation International, Austin, TX, USA, 22-24 April 1991 0950-4214/91/040222-07 0 1991 Buttetworth-Heinemann Ltd glassy polymer normally decreases, which is extensively described and explained for a number of polymers by the dual sorption mode16. However, the permeability of some polymers does not decrease further with further increasing upstream pressure, but increases considerably'. The values obtained for the permeabilities are now not equilibrium values as for low upstream pressures, but they increase in time. These time-dependent relaxation processes are claimed to have their origin in the nonequilibrium glassy state of the polymer. It is stated that the sorbed CO2 swells and therefore loosens the polymer matrix.
Equilibrium dilation (swelling) experiments have been made in the past for a number of polymers8-'0, which are not of real interest for actual gas separation applications because of their low permeabilities and selectivities. respectively. In this paper a few polymers from the 6FDA family will be investigated and furthermore it will focus on the dilation kinetics. Experiments comparing the kinetics of mass uptake (sorption) and the volume increase (dilation) due to sorption might give a deeper understanding of the plasticizing effect of C02.
Experimental

Sorption
For the determination of the solubility of gases, and additionally of the sorption kinetics, a pressure decay method was used. With the pressure decay method, which has been used by other researchers", I', it is not possible to determine the sorption kinetics due to a significant decrease of the absolute pressure in time. This changing pressure in time causes a complex time-dependent boundary condition of the differential equation describing the diffusion process of the penetrant molecules into the depth of a polymer film. 
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Experimental set-up for the determination of sorption isotherms and sorption kinetics A set-up has been designed. as shown in Figure 3 , that measures a minute pressure difference between a cell containing the polymer sample and an empty reference cell. Overall pressure changes in the sample cell are small (< 5%) compared to the total pressure in the cell and will not be considered as a time-dependent boundary condition in the mathematical analysis of the sorption kinetics. Sorption isotherms were obtained by the following procedure: the cells were evacuated for at least 10 h and then suddenly pressurized to the pressure p,, by opening valves 3 and 4. After a very short time valves 3 and 4 were closed again and a pressure decrease in the sample cell compared to the reference cell could be observed due to sorption of penetrant molecules into the polymer film until equilibrium was reached. Additional pressurization was used to obtain higher sorption values. During the time when valves 3 and 4 were opened sorption had already occurred. This missing initial sorption was later calculated by extrapolating the recorder plot to the time r = 0 s. Extrapolation was achieved by fitting the data from the recorder plot after transforming the time axis into a square-root-of-time axis to a straight line. The physical background of this extrapolation will be explained below.
From the pressure change in time an effective diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the slope of the relative mass uptake against the square root of tirne13.14
( 1) where M, is the mass uptake at time t, M, the mass uptake at infinite time, D the diffusion coefficient and I the membrane thickness. The diffusion coefficient obtained is an effective diffusion coefftcient within the concentration range corresponding to the pressure of the previous sorption run and the pressure of the actual one.
Dilation
For the determination of the swelling of a polymer induced by the sorbed gas, a new experimental technique has been developed: a pressure cell with two glass windows was constructed containing a hanging polymer strip, as shown in Figure 4 . A light source outside the cell illuminated the cell so that it was possible to detect a gold strip mark on the polymer sample by a line scan camera. Every diode on the camera was capable of detecting 64 intensity values. The resolution of the camera was 5.2 pm. Picture data from the camera were input to a computer for further data acquisition. By this means it was possible, while simultaneously regulating the pressure in the sample cell, to make a scan every seven seconds. The experimental procedure for obtaining a dilation isotherm is the same as for the sorption set-up, the only difference being that the pressure in the cell could not be increased in a step form as for the sorption experiment, but by a speed of 3.6 bar min-'.
Permeation
The experimental set-up for measuring the permeability depending on the upstream pressure and temperature is described in detail elsewhere14. Gases used were at least of 99.9% purity. 
Materials
The polymers used besides poly(vinylchloride) and silicone rubber, which were from Aldrich and General Electric, respectively, were synthesized in our laborato$. The chemical structure and the abbreviations of the polyimides characterized by sorption and dilation experiments are shown below. Other polyimides mentioned are listed in reference 14.
by comparing the degree of swelling it can be seen that SR swells six times more than PVC. This remarkable difference has been attributed to different partial molar volumes of CO* in glassy and rubbery polymers.
6FDA-DAF
Up to 10 bar of CO* pressure, silicone rubber and the glassy polymer 6FDA-DAF show almost the same dilation, although the sorption capacity of 6FDA-DAF is around five times higher than that for silicone rubber. For higher pressures, swelling values for 6FDA-DAF are considerably lower than for SR. In fact, the shape of the dilation isotherms is the same as the shape of the sorption isotherms for both polymers, which suggests that every molecule sorbed into the polymer contributes to swelling. This is in contradiction with the interpretation of swelling according to the dual sorption model, which postulates that molecules dissolved in the matrix should contribute to the dilation, while the rest of the penetrant molecules simply till up the excess free volume, i.e. holes in the matrix.
Future work will try to elucidate this contradiction.
Film preparation
Data points for the dilation isotherm of 6FDA-DAF that are shaded in grey do not represent equilibrium values. The reason why they are still on the graph will be explained later.
PVC was dissolved in THF while 6FDA-based polyimides were dissolved in DMAc. The polymer solution was cast on a glass plate and dried for two days at room temperature under a nitrogen stream. The dried films were removed from the glass plates by immersion in water. For further removal of residual solvent the films were kept in a vacuum oven at 150°C for at least three days.
Sorption and dilation kinetics
Results and discussion
Sorption and dilation
With both set-ups described above it is possible to measure sorption and dilation isotherms. Figure 5 shows the dilation isotherms of silicone rubber, PVC and the polyimide 6FDA-DAF. If isotropic swelling is assumed', different types of swelling behaviour depending on the polymer and its thermodynamic state can clearly be distinguished.
Comparing data from the literature for the glassy polymer PVC" and the elastomeric polymer silicone rubber', it can be stated that both polymers have almost the same gravimetric sorption capacity. However, As mentioned above, it is possible to investigate the kinetics of sorption and of dilation. The mass uptake and the dilation due to sorption as a function of time are shown in Figure 6 for a pressure step from 0 to 3 bar and 25°C for 6FDA-DAF. It can clearly be seen that the mass uptake and the dilation increase in a delayed manner, but simultaneously in time. Two reasons exist for the shift of the dilation kinetics towards larger times: the speed of the pressure increase in the dilation cell is finite while the pressure increase in the sorption set-up is a step function; the diffusion process and the dilation process progress in perpendicular directions.
The second reason will be explained further in order to be able to state that the dilation kinetics measured are diffusion limited. Geometric comparison of the process diffusion and dilation can be observed at t = 0 when the first molecules are sorbed in the surface layer of the film or dilation might start at the time when the first molecules have reached the middle of the strip.
The sorption data for 6FDA-DAF can be analysed as usual" by plotting the mass uptake versus the square root of time normalized for the membrane thickness. The dilation kinetics are replotted in the same way and both the mass uptake and the dilation kinetics are compared with the calculated time-dependent concentration in the middle of the polymer strip in Cl -co n 412 1 (2) n=O is made to indicate that the delay between mass uptake and swelling is caused by the fact that the strip starts to dilate when the first penetrant molecules reach the middle of the strip. Once the diffusion fronts meet each other in the middle of the polymer strip, dilation in length direction progresses simultaneously with the mass uptake, but not in parallel with the concentration in the middle of the strip. Concluding this extensive comparison of Figure 8 Diffusion-limited dilation kinetics in length direction for GFDA-DAF and CO, dilation and sorption kinetics it can be stated, as already done for the equilibrium sorption and dilation experiments, that every sorbed penetrant molecule dilates the polymer instantaneously at low pressures as soon as the diffusion fronts meet in the middle of the polymer film thickness.
Plasticization
In the following subsections different plasticization phenomena will be described. It is not possible to define one specific phenomenon as the plasticization phenomenon. A number of physical properties are altered significantly by the presence of sorbed CO1 molecules and these will be described below.
High pressure dilation kinetics. Plasticization of 6FDA-DAF byC0, was observed in a recent publication"j by permeation experiments at around 12 bar upstream pressure. As expected for glassy polymers, the permeability decreases with increasing upstream pressure. However, from the plasticization pressure upwards the permeability increases again. Unfortunately no time-dependent permeabilities were measured. Indeed, it is often seen' that for a plasticized glassy polymer the permeability is not constant, but increases in time. For a number of 6FDA-based polyimides this has been measured in our laboratory, as shown in Figure 9 .
The high amount of CO? swells the polymer to such an extent that chain segments may become more flexible due to the presence of CO? and may adapt to this new situation by rearranging towards a new configurational state. With the experimental possibility of investigating the kinetics of swelling, it is now possible to get more information about this mechanism.
It could be shown that for a pressure step from 0 to 3 bar every molecule sorbed into the matrix causes an instantaneous swelling and within a certain limited time, sorption and swelling reach an equilibrium value. This has been proved to be true up to pressures smaller than the plasticization pressure. For higher pressures this is no longer true.
The lapse of time to reach the sorption equilibrium for a sorption experiment with an increase in applied pressure from 15 to 18 bar is as long as for a pressure step from 0 to 3 bar. However, in a dilation experiment where the pressure is changed from 15 to 18 bar dilation does not progress any more simultaneously with the mass uptake. In Figure 10 it can clearly be seen that there is a 
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Figure 10 Dilation and sorption kinetics of CO, in GFDA-DAF for a pressure step from 15 to 18 bar remarkable difference between sorption and dilation. While the sorption equilibrium is reached within 700 s swelling still progresses. Although no extra gas is sorbed into the matrix volumetric sample changes still occur. The dilation experiment was stopped after 20 000 s due to memory problems with the computer. The sample was held at 18 bar for a longer time and after ca. 30 000 s no significant changes could be observed anymore.
Summarizing the experiments comparing swelling and sorption, it can be concluded that swelling occurs at high and low pressure levels in different ways. Swelling at low pressure levels will certainly influence the mass transport i.e. higher degrees of swelling will enlarge the diffusivity of penetrant molecules. Since swelling below the plasticization pressure is instantaneous, it is concluded that the penetrant molecules loosen the matrix by separation of relatively short polymer chain segments. Long chain rearrangements made possible by loosening more densely packed entanglements occur only above the plasticization pressure.
A first series of experiments evaluating the question of whether the loosening of denser packed entanglements is a thermally activated process is shown in Figure II . For each of the temperatures the pressure was increased from 15 to 18 bar. Raising the temperature has an enhancing effect on the dilation kinetics and seems to verify the conclusion that disentanglement is faster at higher temPlasticization of gas separation membranes: M. Wessling et al.
peratures, thus thermally activated. However, the result might be affected by the fact that the degree of swelling itself depends on the temperature due to temperature dependence of the penetrant concentration. Future experiments will investigate the aspects of a thermally activated process at 'isodilated' states of the polymer.
Depression of the glass transition temperature. Every sorbed carbon dioxide molecule swells the polymer, as has been shown above. The structure of the polymer matrix itself is changed in a way that polymer chains are separated by penetrant molecules, the matrix is loosened and polymer chains become more flexible. Polymer chain flexibility is often correlated with the glass transition temperature of a polymer. Simha and Boyer have shown that a higher glass transition temperature correlates with an increasing chain stiffness". Permeation experiments can also be used to study the influence of a certain CO* concentration in a membrane on its structure. At the glass transition temperature the permeation rates often increase drastically due to the glass-rubber transition. The hypothesis is that an increasing upsteam pressure causes a larger overall concentration in the membrane and a more flexible matrix, thus a decrease in the glass transition temperature. The Tg can be easily determined in a plot of the logarithm of the permeability versus the inverse temperature in kelvin, as shown schematically in Figure 12 . Normally these experiments are made at one fixed upstream pressure.
In this study a series of experiments has been made at different upstream pressures. A shift of the glass transition towards lower temperatures was expected for experiments with carbon dioxide. Furthermore, experiments made with an inert gas like helium should show no glass transition depression.
Unfortunately, 6FDA-based polyimides have very high glass transition temperatures around 300°C which is almost infeasible for experimentation.
Therefore, it was decided to take PVC as a model system, for which T,: is 82°C as determined by DSC analysis.
Permeation experiments were made in such a way that the temperature was kept constant and subsequently the pressure was increased stepwise. After the measurement of all upstream pressures the temperature was increased to the new set point. The temperature range evaluated was from 40°C to 110°C well above the glass transition temperature.
Experimental results of three subsequent cycles with CO, for the first two runs and helium for the third are shown in Figure 13 . In the first run the increasing upstream pressure results in a distinct decrease in the glass transition temperature.
In the second, the glass transition temperature is still affected, but not as strongly as in the first. Probably the slow cooling from 110°C above T, down to 40°C after the first CO, cycle has annealed the polymer. Helium in the third cycle does not show any significant change of the glass transition temperature. Helium as an inert gas does not interact with the polymer, which therefore does not swell and alter the polymer matrix. Here the influence of pressure and temperature on the diffusivity of a penetrant molecule in a polymeric matrix is studied. The polymer used is 6FDA-440DA. Diffusion coefficients were obtained by applying Equation (1) to the experimental data for a sorption run at a certain pressure. Since this pressure corresponds to an equilibrium concentration, by varying the pressure an experimental relation between the diffusion coefficient and the concentration is obtained. Since carbon dioxide swells the polymer matrix considerably, the diffusivity strongly depends on the concentration of the penetrant molecules. An often-used mathematical relation is of an exponential form. Apparent diffusion coefficients depending on the concentration at three different temperatures are shown in Figure 14 . The exponential relation tits the experimental data well. The energy required for a diffusional jump can be obtained from the Arrhenius equation subscript 0 stands for infinite temperature, R is the universal gas constant and E. is the activation energy for diffusion. This energy depends on a number of factors like chemical structure of the polymer, physical properties of the penetrant molecule, but also on the physical properties of the polymer matrix. Since it has been seen that CO2 affects the polymer matrix, a further calculation of the activation energy for diffusion, depending on the concentration of the penetrant molecules, using the Arrhenius equation and the interpolated diffusion coefficients should show the plasticizing effect of carbon dioxide. Results of these calculations are shown in Figure IS . With increasing concentration the activation energy for diffusion decreases significantly by about 30% over the concentration range investigated. This concentration range corresponds to a pressure range from 0.5 to 3 bar. The activation energy for diffusion is the energy required to separate polymer chains for a diffusional jump. The penetrant molecule can jump from its actual position into the newly opened space. Thus a decreasing activation energy with increasing concentration shows that the carbon dioxide absorbed has already loosened the matrix at low pressures and less energy is required for the bending of chains -in order to create new void volume.
No experiments have been made at lower concentration and it is therefore not possible to state whether the maximum at the concentration c = 6 (cm3 ( 
Figure 15
Concentration-dependent activation energy for the diffusion of CO2 through 6FDA-440DA polymer) is significant. We are inclined to say that the activation energy for lower concentrations does not depend on the concentration. Further experiments will be made at higher pressures.
Conclusions
Comparison of sorption and dilation kinetics for COZ in 6FDA-DAF at low and at high pressures have shown two different mechanisms of swelling. Below a certain pressure every sorbed molecule contributes instantaneously in the dilation of the polymer matrix. Above this plasticization pressure volume relaxation occurs. Time lapses to reach swelling equilibrium are two orders of magnitude larger than for sorption, suggesting that the mechanism of loosening of densely packed entanglements occurs. Furthermore, plasticization can also be found at low concentrations of carbon dioxide, indicated by the depression of the glass transition temperature and a concentration-dependent activation energy for diffusion.
